MEDIA ECOLOGY

Obsolescent Media and the Urban Landscape
By Gary Gumpert and Susan J. Drucker

n February of 2006 the Corporation of the City of London announced that a company had been
chosen to install a Wi-Fi network to cover the Square Mile - the financial center of London. The
project would be operative in six months and would provide access to the internet with equipment
installed on lamp posts and street signs. Michael Snyder, chairman of the City of London's policy
committee, said: "The City is a fast-moving and dynamic environment and we are responding to the
increasing time pressures faced by City workers by providing the technology for them to stay up to
date" (Oates. 2006).

I

On April 22, 2005 the Mayor of New
York city announced a comprehensive
Telecommunication Action Plan that called
for a partnership between the private and the
public sector in extending broadband service
to all parts of the city (City Announces, 2005).
That plan was prepared by three cooperating
entities: the New York City Economic
Development Corporation, The New York City
Department of Information Technology and
Telecommunications and the New York City
Department of Small Business Services. Both
the London and the New York ventures are
driven by their respective economic sectors
with the intention of revitalizing or maintaining
the important urban landscape of the inner city.
The link between city and communication technology has a long tradition. Cities have always
required an infrastructure to connect its inhabitants. In a pre-electronic period, the paths,
roads. meetings places, the city walls and its
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gates provided the communication vectors of
that time. The towered walls were utilized for
observation and defense. With the beginning of
the telegraph visible signs of a communication
infra-structure would be evident with the necessary wiring installed connecting and spanning
locations.
By the late 18th century the French optical
telegraph or line-of-sight system used a
line of towers within sight of each other to
relay messages using semaphore codes.
The railroad and telegraph, followed by
the telephone, created a new 19th century
transportation and communications
infrastructure. The telephone grew as a direct
result of attempts to improve the telegraph and
at first piggybacked on the system of towers
and poles. The shift from towers to poles
continued with the need for electric poles.
The spread of electricity (inextricably linked to
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changes in communication technology) was
interwoven into the changing infrastructure of
the city. In turn, radio and television antenna
to transmit electromagnetic signals for radio
and television grew with the expansion of
broadcasting. Some transmitting towers
became city landmarks themselves like the
radio tower Berlin. Today some of the highest
urban structures are telecommunications
towers which define the skyline and often
offer observation decks which give visitors a
perspective of the cityscape.
Icons of the city
From Toronto Canada to Aukland, New
Zealand, telecommunications towers continue
to be icons of the city. The rise of mobile
telephony, Wi-Fi and Wi-Max continue to
rely on towers and antennas installed in the
fabric of the urban landscape. The placement
of these towers has led to hotly contested
and politically charged planning and zoning
conflicts.
Roads and highways of all types have provided
the infrastructure supporting emerging communication industries ranging from roads to rails,
to roads in the age of the automobile to fiber
optics, broadband rollout and municipal wi-fi.
So the physical and social structures of the
city are intimately intertwined. There are two
threads interwoven in this analysis of communication technology and its impact upon the
urban domain. The first is the notion that obsolescence is the driving force of urban change
and the second is the perception that the adoption and diffusion of communication technology
is linked to the health and future of the city.

any inconvenience this may cause you, and
we thank you for your loyal patronage ... lf you
have any questions or concerns, please contact a customer service representative" (Western Union, 2006).
Western Union, that began its service in 1851
having undone its predecessor, the Pony
Express, has been rendered obsolete by a
series of innovations and complex circumstances. The 19th century invention by which
messages were transmitted by Morse code
over telegraph lines and hand-delivered as
momentous items of doom or celebration has
been transformed into a future museum piece
of historic memorabilia aided and abetted by
the rise of its competition - the long distance
telephone line, facsimile, and the internet. The
awe of "What hath God wrought," has been
replaced by our demand for ubiquitous and
swift alternatives.
Around the same time the New York Times
forecast the future demise of the telephone
booth, although the enclosed havens of communication had long ago been replaced in
New York by freestanding unprotected phones
where intrepid callers battle the din of street
corner traffic and faulty non-operational apparatus. The reasons are fairly transparent; the
telephone booth is the dinosaur of telephony
supplanted by wireless technology and mobile
mentality.
The future of the picturesque red kiosk pay
phones of the U.K., originally designed by Sir
Riles Gilbert Scott in 1924 (946 of which are

Someday, long in the future, archeologists will
sift through layers of technological rubble in
order to discover and reconstruct the nature
of life in the twenty-first century city and its
suburbs. What they will find is an extraordinary
rate of change, periods of time, defined by the
increasing rate of communication technological
discovery and its subsequent pace of obsolescence. Each culture spans a period of the
technological past.
News of communication innovation always
involves a tale of obsolescence. Thus, for
example, this January Western Union's web
page announced that effective January 27,
2006 it would discontinue all telegram and
commercial messaging services. "We regret
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found in London) may be a bit more rosy but
eventually the road to their gradual archival
realm is probable. 2400 of the phones throughout the United Kingdom are currently listed
as heritage sites, and as such are legally protected. (Phone booths in London, 2006) The
history of communication technology always
fascinates and raises questions of why and
when.
The adoption of photography was almost
instantaneous. Although patented in 1843
the process of facsimile would struggle and
remerge a number of times and the 1938
prediction that the newspaper as we know it
would disappear to be replaced by the home
facsimile machine did not come to pass. The
cloudy crystal ball suggests that the fax will
soon be a thing of the past.
With the addition of the radio to the automobile,
beginning in the 1930's, the rise of the portable
radio in the 1950's ( The first commercial
transistor radio, the Regency TR-1, was
announced on October 18, 1954 by the
Regency Division of Industrial Development
Engineering Associates of Indianapolis,
Indiana and put on sale in November of 1954.
It cost $49.95) and the boom box, recorded
music has migrated from the home to the
street. Public sound, often annoying, gave
way to private sound facilitated by further
miniaturization and rear plugs. The sounds of
the city were adjusted for private listening.
Obsolescence as Progress
It is always interesting to look at the history
of communication technology and its extraordinary pace of invention and rate of diffusion
into daily life, but such an examination, while
stressing the rate of innovation misses the two
major factors: 1) the social impact of the invention and 2) the impact of the invention upon
its predecessor. Eventually the confluence of
social impact and technological obsolescence
is intimately intertwined with the shape and
form of the urban landscape.
Technology is constructed upon the accumulated layers of previous innovations. Each
period of technological change and innovation
creates expectations and assumptions and
we refer to each layer as media generations.
Cities and their media infrastructure are built
by layering one media era upon another. As
archeologists unearth layers of history through
www.iicom.org

the process of excavation, so do media ecologists study the social impact of each layer.
Layers of technologies accumulate, reshaping
and sometime obliterating the previous media
generation. Each successive media layered
upon the other leads to either one medium "killing" another, or more frequently, one medium
changing or modifying the medium that came
before.
In turn, human activity changes, reflected in
what we have previously introduced as the
concept of "displacement" - the "reciprocal and
defining interdependence of place modified
by communication technology." Recent years
have seen new layers of technologies placed
atop previous layers making ubiquitous computing, mobile phones, wireless connectivity,
and digitalization of traditional media creating
a seamless combination of physical and virtual
aspects of public space.
Each layer of invention altered the urban place
as it relates to the intricate nature of mass
communication, interpersonal interaction, and
public space.
Overcoming space
Telephones and their new electronic recent
descendants stand, of course, as the best
communication systems ever, especially so in
America where everyone has ready access
to them. Both cars and phones reflect the
culmination of an historically long series of
cumulating technologic improvements, all
of them one-directional in their effects - all
working to reduce the costs of overcoming
geographic space and making for ever-greater
locational freedom.
The mobile phone and the development of
"wi-fi" extend the parameters of location. The
telephone has always extended geography,
but the mobile phone redefines the individual
in relationship to both extending oneself over
space, but also redefining the self in terms of
immediate location. It is not simply a matter of
calling a distant place, but refining the place
from which one calls and the relationship
between oneself and others in that location.
The large scale municipal experiments with
"wi-fi" broadband internet access available
to the entire community taking place in such
places as Philadelphia and San Francisco alter
both the means and fabric of communication
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Constructing a Nokia Connect GSM network: "the continued value
of cities may come though ubiquitous mobile connection"

in those locations. Even at this stage, "wi-fj"
is being gently shoved aside by its newer
form WIMAX (Worldwide lnteroperatibilty for
Microwave Access) - also described as "wi-fj
on steroids" (Rush, 2006).
The history of the city has always been
entwined with the history of media
developments. Media developments have
been economically driven and their social
impact has been indirect. There has been little
systematic planning linking communication
technology and quality of life issues. The city
as media environment requires coordinated
policy planning between government, private
media industries, public utilities and the voices
of the citizen. Just as technologies become
obsolete, so can cities. An understanding
of media technologies and businesses
are needed for cities themselves to avoid
obsolesce.
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In their important volume on
Telecommunications and the City(1996),
Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin made the
point:
The growing use and significance of
telecommunications throws up many profound
and fundamental questions which go to the
heart of current debates about cities and urban
life both today and in the future. For example,
how do cities and urban life interrelate with the
proliferation of electronic networks in all walks
of life and at all geographical scales? ... Are
cities being affected physically by advances
in telecommunication as many claim they
were in previous eras by the railway and the
automobile ...And what do all these changes
imply for the ways in which cities are planned,
managed. and governed? (pp. 4-5).
Communication progress means a new
technology rise in the foreground and the
www.iicom.org
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former recedes in the background into the
halls of past technologies. The expectations
of one technology are transformed by
the circumstances enveloping the other
- sometimes the future is unpredictable.
What does a Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM), or a Global Positioning
System (GPS) and Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) mean to the individual on
a daily basis? Radio Frequency Identification
allows for the tracking of shipments and
objects, but may also ultimately be used for
the purpose of movement of people as well.
Global Positioning Systems may take the place
of maps and orientation to location shifts from
discovery to dependence upon an electronic
guidance system.
Broadband access
Municipalities are increasingly aware that
widespread broadband access is essential for
their social and economic health. In Europe,
Sweden, and the Netherlands have emerged
as leaders in the municipal wi-fi movement.
The focus has been on developing a successful business model. Should the municipality
own the network with private sector providing
the actual running over the network? Should
municipalities go at it alone?
But with economic planning in the foreground,
social benefit and impact remain in the
background. Ultimately the question must
be raised: Is progress always beneficial in
terms of quality of life? Is it possible to agree
upon what is desirable and what is not? It
is inevitable that major cities throughout the
world will adopt some form of a wireless data
network.
The belief persists that major cities can
be revitalized with the adoption of a broad
wireless system blanketing them. Philadelphia,
San Francisco, Chicago are among the major
U.S. cities currently involved in various stages
of planning. The assumption is that broadband
access is an economic necessity and a given
right - for some.
How are such technological decisions
reached? The current motivation for a
broadband urban infrastructure comes from
its economic players. But the consequences
of technological innovation extend beyond the
narrow confines of the urban financial center.
www.iicom.org

The fusing of communication technology and
the urban environment is easily demonstrable
and inevitable. There is no doubt that migration
to edge cities and suburbia is facilitated by
communication technology that dislocates
place from location.
Economics and obsolescence have created
the new divide - the perhaps obsolete
concept of the traditional city and the realities
of a safe and secure suburbia where those
inside are protected from the outside and
where location is irrelevant to communication.
Technology has replaced the moat. Missing
in the progress of obsolescence are the
normative standards, of dealing with the impact
of the new technologies upon the fabric and
form of human relationships. What is good
technologically may not be quite as good for
daily living. The challenge for the future city is
to balance quality of life issues with those of
economic survival.
Is the city obsolete?
Has the city itself as a social environment
become obsolete? Layers of technologies
incrementally erode the form, function and
grasp a city can have on people. For many,
unwired cities are outdated relics of the
past and only fully adapted, state of the art
connected cities will offer the opportunities
valued by its users. Media have the power to
loosen the grip of the physical environment
allowing interaction dislocated from place.
Ironically the continued value of cities may
come through ubiquitous mobile connection.
The city is not a static phenomenon but rather
a place where people live, work. and play. It is
a place reflecting and projecting technological
change, particularly in terms of transportation
and communication. The challenge is to find a
way to harness the potential of the augmented
public space as a place for community, for
common interest, for social exchanges. If augmented public space serves as more than a
backdrop for people living simultaneous existences in divided communities, the digital city
will not "kill" the traditional city.

This is an edited version of the draft
of a presentation by the authors to the
Media Ecology conference in May, and
also to Temple University, Philadelphia
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